Four Ways to Stay Ahead of COVID-19 Vaccine Certificate Scammers

Right now, there are no plans to create a national COVID-19 vaccine verification app, certificate or passport. To stay ahead of scammers:

1. **Be skeptical of anyone contacting you from the federal government.**
   No agency will call, email, or text demanding your personal information or money to get a vaccine certificate or passport.

2. **Check with airlines, cruise lines, and event venues about their requirements.**
   Don’t rely on information from someone who calls, texts, or emails you out of the blue.

3. **Contact your state government about its vaccine verification plans and requirements.**

4. **Don’t share your information with just anyone.**
   That real-looking site could be scammers looking for your money or information.

Report vaccine passport scammers to the FTC at ReportFraud.ftc.gov or your attorney general at ConsumerResources.org.